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Designed and created for law enforcement, emergency response and security organizations,
Rayvnt™ is a risk management and crisis resolution technology that delivers 24/7 automated
risk monitoring via open source media and social media alerts for real-time situational
awareness and enterprise-wide visibility to events.
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For more information contact us at info@conscientiagroupllc.com

RayvntTM Features
◊ Automated information streaming from
Open Source feeds

◊ Team configurations, check-in features and
IM functionality

◊ Sentiment algorithms to determine relevance

◊ Linguistic conversions of international open source
threats into English

◊ Crowd-source mapping
◊ Video and information sharing

◊ Google Map access to visually display activities
in relation to user geo-coordinates

◊ Automated alerts and notifications

◊ Terminal and Mobile access for iOS and Android

The diverse nature of global risk requires an integrated, customized and holistic approach
to monitor threats and mitigate risks. Mission-tailored technology is used to facilitate
decision-making and provide actionable, intelligence-based information to its users.
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